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The Sun

I love the sun
To me she is a princess
Shining orange gemstones
Bringing joy to my day
Especially in the summer
When the ocean
Brings tides of a wonderful swim
My spirit is happy again within each
waves song.
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Rain

Drips away pain sometimes
The carry of  crashing waves
Turn to blue waves on the oceans
Soft caress 
Of seashells on sand
Pearls of vacations.
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Lighthouses

My love for lighthouses
Warm the water
Like captains with a light
Housing my thoughts 
Of light guards 
Seeing to swim
Feeling the moon at night.
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Flowers Outside

Flowers like angels
Have soft light 
Petals holding warm joy
For us to feel the charm 
Of nature’s story
Within our hand
Glowing colors.
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The Crystal Vase

On my table 
I keep a crystal vase
Used for special moments
When I get a gift of roses
They cheer up the room 
So divine
Like stars inside your house
Shining from the light of the window
Unto my crystal vase.
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The Wind Tower

The wind carries moments
In the grasp of time
The flowers echo,
The fruits smile,
The rivers little waves tremble
Leaves blow birth from the sky.
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Chimes

Chimes are magical
Blowing songs of silver
High merited medal chains
Honoring the day
And into the night.
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Kites

Grace flies the kites
On marble skies
With breezes veils 
Flowing and blowing 
with colors where color is needed
Kites high charter
Front view of flying speed
Wind captures each moment.
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Summer Skies

The sky has blue eyes
The yellow thrill of the sun’s steps
Light our walkways of glowing stones
A portrait of sky in real life motion
Captured by a camera snap
Forever in our hearts
Days crowned with glory.
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Clouds Life

The sky is there home
The dome of blue walls
And rainbows 
Sliding treasure
cloud’s life is white puffs of magic
sometimes rain drops on earth’s million win-
dows.
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Butterflies

The lake is filled with butterflies
Landing on the sands
They fly on the winds balance
Natures kind words
With trees and sceneries high standing.
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Spring

Spring dances in the wind 
Birds sing to a special seasons song 
Flowers whisper hymns of beauty
Rose’s heavenly rest 
On the greenest grass shades
Spring is full of so much life.
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